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Kelda Matsuda

Kelda Matsuda is a NPC played by Acewing13.

Kelda Matsuda

Species & Gender: NH-29 Female
Year of Birth: YE 31
Organization: Scythe
Occupation: Soldier/Prostitute

Rank: Elite
Current Placement: Scythe

Physical Description

Blue-eyed and haired beauty who apparently gives the most excellent screams, wearing a long light blue
flowing dress that went to the floor. It would have been modest, if it wasn't for the cut that went from her
neck to below her navel, blowing kisses and tracing the outlines of her barely hidden breasts to the
crowd's delight.

Height: centimeters (5' 5”)
Weight: kg (139 lbs)
Measurements: 37C-28-38
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Build and Skin Color: Light skin and wide hipped figure.
Eyes and Facial Features: Bright blue round eyes and a heart shaped face.
Ears: 3-cm long cat-like ears, covered with blue fur.
Hair Color and Style: Feathered blue hair
Distinguishing Features: She saunters confidently wherever she goes, constantly looking for
targets, enemy or otherwise.

Personality

She saunters confidently wherever she goes, constantly looking for targets, enemy or otherwise

NMX Nekovalkyrja

History

Kelda Matsuda was born in YE 31 into NMX.

She had been taken from an unknown place but had been in the ring a while, having been from planet to
planet and client to client. She'd only been in the traffic operation for a few years, but seemed to have
some kind experience

Skills Learned

Optional section. Kelda Matsuda has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills
Performance

Sexual Techniques

Social Connections

CHARACTER name is connected to:

Inventory & Finance

Kelda Matsuda has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Kelda Matsuda currently has 3000 KS.
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OOC Information

In the case acewing13 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Kelda Matsuda
Character Owner Acewing13
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
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